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Priming effects of associative relationships on picture naming task
Sachiko MURATA
Abstract：Prior presentation of related priming stimuli can facilitate responding to subsequent.
This paper investigated priming effects of associative relationships on picture naming task.
The effects of priming on picture processing were assessed under conditions in which subjects
were required to identify stimuli (name pictures) as rapidly as possible. Twenty‐six pictures
were selected as targets and four prime pictures were prepared for each target. In experiment,
stimuli were presented in pairs (a prime followed by target). Reaction time was measured from
the onset of target picture. After naming task, subjects were asked to rate associative strength
of each pair on a scale of 1 to 4, and to decide whether prime and target belong to same
category or not. The prime-target pairs were classified into three types: related (SC: same
category), related (DC: different category), unrelated. Naming reaction times for target pictures
in related pairs (SC and DC) were faster than those in unrelated pairs. Strongly associative
related primes were more effective on naming latency than weakly related primes. The role of
semantic category in the priming process was somewhat limited. These results were suggested
that priming in picture naming task was a function of the most basic relationships like
association. 
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